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What are protein motifs?

group of secondary protein structures that contribute to the 
overall function of the protein



What are protein domains?

a functional or structural unit of a protein that 
contributes to the overall function

PX PLD PLDPH



Difference between protein domain and motif?

vs

domains form and function independently of the larger protein



What are the function of protein domains?



Why do domains matter?

serve as a unit of protein classification 



Why is it important to classify proteins?



How do we find protein domains?

Multiple Sequence Alignment via Multiple Sequence 
Comparison Log-Expectation (MUSCLE)



How can we find protein domains?

Patterns

Fingerprints

Profiles and Hidden 
 Markov Model (HMM)

 

https://www.ebi.ac.uk/training/online/course/introduction-protein-classification-ebi/what-are-protein-signatures/signature-types


Finding domains using patterns

 
 

https://prosite.expasy.org/prosite_details.html
https://www.ebi.ac.uk/training/online/course/introduction-protein-classification-ebi/what-are-protein-signatures/signature-types/what-ar-2


Finding domains using fingerprints

https://www.ebi.ac.uk/training/online/course/introduction-protein-classification-ebi/what-are-protein-signatures/signature-types/what-ar-0


Fingerprint vs patterns



Finding domains using profiles

https://www.ebi.ac.uk/training/online/course/introduction-protein-classification-ebi/what-are-protein-signatures/signature-types/what-are-


Finding domains using HMM

http://smart.embl-heidelberg.de/
http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/~kj/bioinfo_assign2.html


What results do Pfam provide? 
Phylogenetic Tree

Highlighted protein domains

Sunburst via HMM



What results do SMART provide?
Simple Modular Architecture Research Tool

Protein interactions

Protein orthologs



Summary

Motif is a functional unit of a domain 

Domains are a functional unit of proteins

Classifying and understanding proteins 
can guide research, preventing diseases/
unwanted protein interactions



The Neuronal Gene Arc Encodes a 
Repurposed Retrotransposon Gag Protein 
that Mediates Intercellular RNA Transfer 

(Pastuzyn, et al., 2018)

https://cdn.the-scientist.com/assets/articleNo/30413/iImg/1676/f23d4663-8dc6-4bfd-9b3b-ab3370f59571-neurons.jpg



What are retrotransposons?

Retroviral



What do retroviruses do?

they insert a DNA copy of their genome into the host cell  



What is the origin of Arc?

Arc is closely related to the Ty3/gypsy retrotransposon



Can Arc form a virus-like capsid?

Arc protein forms double-shell capsids



What does the Arc protein look like? 

MA = Matrix CA = Capsid



Is CTD required for capsid formation? 

Loss of CA-CTD cannot form capsids



How stable are these capsids? 

very stable in high salt and phosphate levels



Can Arc bind mRNA?

Arc protein binds mRNA and protects it from RNase degradation



Does Arc capsid formation require RNA?

RNA is necessary for capsid formation



Is Arc protein released from cells in extracellular vesicles? 

Arc protein is found in extracellular vesicles



Is the mRNA degraded after release? 

Arc mRNA is protected outside of cells



Is Arc released from neurons in extracellular vesicles?

Arc proteins are found in extracellular vesicles outside of neurons



Can Arc transfer Arc protein and mRNA between cells?

Arc protein and mRNA can be taken up by recipient cells



Can Arc protein transfer mRNA between cells? 

Arc protein can transport abundant mRNA between cells



Does this happen in neurons? 



Is capsid formation required to be taken into neurons? 

Capsid formation is required for transfer of mRNA to neurons 



 Can Arc transfer mRNA using extracellular vesicles?

Arc mRNA transferred to KO neurons



Is translation occurring after transfer to a neuron?

mRNA is translated once transferred to a neuron



Is translation occurring after transfer to a neuron?



Transfer of Arc mRNA

https://www.eurekalert.org/pub_releases/2018-01/uouh-nrh010418.php

https://www.eurekalert.org/pub_releases/2018-01/uouh-nrh010418.php


Summary



Additional Images for Questions

(Carmichael & Henley, 2018)
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